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Abstract

In continual learning, a system learns from non-

stationary data streams or batches without catastrophic for-

getting. While this problem has been heavily studied in su-

pervised image classification and reinforcement learning,

continual learning in neural networks designed for abstract

reasoning has not yet been studied. Here, we study contin-

ual learning of analogical reasoning. Analogical reason-

ing tests such as Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPMs) are

commonly used to measure non-verbal abstract reasoning

in humans, and recently offline neural networks for the RPM

problem have been proposed. In this paper, we establish ex-

perimental baselines, protocols, and forward and backward

transfer metrics to evaluate continual learners on RPMs.

We employ experience replay to mitigate catastrophic for-

getting. Prior work using replay for image classification

tasks has found that selectively choosing the samples to re-

play offers little, if any, benefit over random selection. In

contrast, we find that selective replay can significantly out-

perform random selection for the RPM task1.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks excel at pattern recognition tasks,

and they now rival or surpass humans at tasks such as im-

age classification. However, the human capability for image

classification is not unique in the animal kingdom. Mul-

tiple primate species are also capable of image classifica-

tion at levels that rival humans [22, 63, 64]. One of the

characteristics of human intelligence that distinguishes us

over other animals is our ability to perform analogical rea-

soning [27, 30, 55]. Specifically, analogical encoding, i.e.,

the comparison of two situations which are partially un-

derstood, has been shown to facilitate forward knowledge

transfer to new problems, as well as backwards transfer for

memory retrieval [28]. This transfer is facilitated through

the formation of higher level abstract schemas over time

that are derived from comparisons between situations. More

1https : / / github . com / tyler - hayes / Continual -

Analogical-Reasoning

Figure 1. Humans are capable of continual learning, analogical

reasoning, and performing both simultaneously. This facilitates

much of what we consider intelligence. However, conventional

neural networks suffer from catastrophic forgetting when updated

on non-stationary data distributions and struggle to reason ab-

stractly. Here, we study a network’s ability to continually learn

analogical reasoning tasks.

generally, abstraction capabilities enable forward knowl-

edge transfer in humans, where previously learned knowl-

edge is used to improve future learning [29, 40]. Re-

cently, multiple deep learning models for analogical rea-

soning have been proposed [70, 77, 80, 88]; however, these

systems assume that all training data is available at once

and they will not be updated again, so backward and for-

ward transfer in these systems cannot be studied. In this

paper, we pioneer the development of the first systems for

online continual learning of analogical reasoning tasks over

time enabling forward and backward transfer in these tasks

to be studied in models (see Fig. 1).

While humans have strong abstract reasoning abilities,

neural networks struggle with these problems [37, 38, 70,

72, 86]. A popular cognitive test for analogical reasoning in

humans is the Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPMs) prob-

lem [65], which provides a user with a 3×3 grid of images

where the last image in the grid is missing (see Fig. 2). The

rows and/or columns of images in the grid follow a specific

rule and the user must compare a set of 8 choice images
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Figure 2. Example of an RPM problem from RAVEN [86]. Each

RPM problem consists of 8 context panels (images) and 8 choice

panels (images). Given these 16 panels as inputs, an agent must

reason about the relationships among the 8 context panels and

choose the best choice panel to complete the context matrix. For

this example, we highlighted the answer panel with a red box.

to select the one that best fits in the final location. RPMs

are ideal for measuring analogical reasoning in neural net-

works because they isolate the reasoning task directly, and

several RPM datasets for neural networks have been cre-

ated [70, 86].

Network architectures have been proposed for the RPM

problem, with the most successful using a form of relation

network [70, 77, 80, 88]. These models perform well in

an offline setting, where they are trained on all available

data and then evaluated. However, offline learning means

that forward and backward transfer in these systems can-

not be studied, and this is one of the critical capabilities

that abstract reasoning is thought to facilitate in humans.

When conventional neural networks are trained incremen-

tally from non-stationary data streams, mirroring human

learning, they suffer from catastrophic forgetting [58]. The

field of continual learning endeavors to overcome this limi-

tation [10, 17, 47, 61].

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We pioneer continual learning for analogical reason-

ing problems. We establish protocols and metrics for

this problem using the Relational and Analogical Vi-

sual rEasoNing (RAVEN) dataset [86].

• We integrate both regularization and replay continual

learning mechanisms into neural networks for analog-

ical reasoning to establish baseline results.

• We study replay selection policies and find improved

performance over uniform random selection for the

RPM problem. This is interesting as selective replay

has shown little benefit over uniform random selection

in standard supervised classification settings [15, 34].

2. Problem Formulation

There are two paradigms for training a continual learner:

the incremental batch paradigm and the online streaming

paradigm. In incremental batch learning of RPMs, a dataset

is divided into T batches, i.e., D =
⋃T

t=1
Bt, and at each

time-step, t, the learner receives a new batch of data con-

sisting of Nt samples, i.e., Bt = {(Si, yi)}
Nt

i=1
, where Si

is a single RPM sample consisting of 8 context panels (im-

ages), 8 choice panels (images), and a label yi indicating

which choice panel is the correct answer. Given this batch

of samples, the agent is allowed to loop over the batch until

it has been learned and is subsequently evaluated. The se-

quences of batches are ordered by task, which would induce

catastrophic forgetting in a conventional network.

The incremental batch paradigm is unrealistic for real-

time agents that must learn and evaluate on new data im-

mediately and it does not mirror human learning. Online

streaming learning addresses these drawbacks and requires

an agent to learn new samples one at a time (Nt = 1) with

only a single epoch through the entire dataset. Further, it

requires models to operate under severe memory and time

constraints, making them more ideal for deployment. Our

streaming protocol is depicted in Fig. 3.

3. Related Work

3.1. Neural Networks for RPMs

One of the earliest works on neural networks for

RPMs [12] identified a discrete set of rules required to

solve them. This set of rules was used in [82] to develop

a technique for automatically generating valid RPM prob-

lems, which was used to create the Procedurally Generated

Matrices (PGM) dataset [70]. PGM was the first large-

scale RPM-based dataset containing enough problems to

successfully train deep neural networks. The Wild Relation

Network (WReN) for PGM was proposed in [70], which

uses a relation network [71] for reasoning. WReN outper-

formed other baselines on PGM by over 14%, demonstrat-

ing the strength of relation networks for analogical reason-

ing. Performance has been further improved by augmenting

WReN with an unsupervised disentangled variational au-

toencoder [78] and Transformer attention mechanisms [32].

More recently, the synthetically generated RAVEN

dataset was released [86]. Unlike PGM, each image in

RAVEN contains objects in a structured pattern, requiring

models to perform both structural and analogical reasoning.

While WReN works well on PGM, it performs much worse

on RAVEN, which is attributed to its lack of compositional

reasoning abilities. To improve performance on RAVEN,

the Contrastive Perceptual Inference Network uses a con-

trastive loss and contrast module to jointly learn rich fea-

tures for perception [87]. In [88], a reinforcement learning

policy was used to select informative samples for training a

Logic Embedding Network to reason about panels. In [81],

a graph neural network was used to extract object represen-

tations from images and reason about them.

Today, the Rel-Base and Rel-AIR architectures have the



Figure 3. A demonstration of our training protocol on RAVEN [86]. At each time-step, a streaming learner receives a single new example

from a particular task. It learns the new example and then can be subsequently evaluated.

best results on RAVEN and they perform competitively on

PGM [77]. Rel-Base uses an object encoder network to pro-

cess image panels individually. These encodings are passed

to a sequence encoder to extract relationships before being

scored. Rel-AIR first trains the Attend-Infer-Repeat (AIR)

module [21] to extract objects from images. These objects

are encoded and paired with additional position and scale

information before being processed by a sequence encoder.

Due to Rel-Base’s simplicity and strong results, we extend

it to the continual learning setting here.

3.2. Continual Learning in Neural Networks

One of the hallmarks of human intelligence is our ability

to continually learn new information throughout our life-

times without catastrophically forgetting previous knowl-

edge. However, neural networks struggle to learn from

non-stationary data distributions over time. When naively

updated on new information, conventional neural networks

catastrophically forget prior information [26, 58], which re-

sults from the stability-plasticity dilemma [1, 58]. The field

of continual learning seeks to overcome these challenges.

There are three primary mechanisms used to mitigate

forgetting in neural networks [10, 17, 47, 61]: 1) regular-

izing the plasticity of weights [4, 15, 16, 18, 48, 51, 53,

67, 74, 85], 2) growing the network architecture to accom-

modate new data [35, 41, 60, 69, 84], and 3) maintaining

a subset of previous data in a memory buffer or generat-

ing previous data to replay when new data becomes avail-

able [9, 13, 16, 20, 25, 33, 34, 42, 46, 66, 79, 83]. Specif-

ically, several regularization strategies seek to directly pre-

serve important network parameters over time [4, 15, 48,

85], while others use variants of distillation to preserve out-

puts at various locations in the network [18, 20, 51]. How-

ever, for image classification, replay (or rehearsal) methods

are currently the state-of-the-art approach, especially for

large-scale datasets [13, 20, 34, 42, 66, 79, 83]. Standard re-

play approaches store explicit images or features in a mem-

ory buffer, while generative replay (or pseudo-rehearsal)

methods train a generative model to generate previous sam-

ples [25, 36, 46, 60, 75]. When new data becomes available,

either all or a subset of these previous samples are mixed

with new samples to fine-tune the network.

Continual learning has also been studied for object

detection [2, 76], semantic segmentation [14, 59], and

robotics [24, 50]. Especially relevant to this paper are con-

tinual learners for visual question answering [31, 34], which

requires agents to answer questions about images. However,

visual question answering requires models to process nat-

ural language inputs, overcome severe dataset biases, and

does not provide an isolated test of analogical reasoning.

Using RPMs enables us to isolate continual analogical rea-

soning before moving on to tasks requiring more abilities.

4. Continual Learning Models & Baselines

We train continual models on RPM tasks in the follow-

ing way. First, we perform a base initialization phase where

Rel-Base is trained offline on the first task. After base ini-

tialization, each continual learner starts from these initial-

ization weights and learns each of the remaining tasks one

at a time, while being evaluated on all test data after ev-

ery task. While batch models process new tasks in batches

that they loop over several times, streaming models process

samples one at a time, with only a single epoch through the

dataset. For all models, we fix the task and sample order.

We study three methods to enable continual learning in

Rel-Base: Distillation, EWC, and Partial Replay. We also

study three baselines. These are described below:

• Fine-Tune – Rel-Base without any mechanisms to en-

able continual learning. It serves as a lower bound on

performance. We run fine-tune in the streaming and

batch paradigms.

• Distillation – Given a new batch of data, Distilla-

tion [39] optimizes both a classification and distillation

loss, where the soft targets of the distillation loss are

the scores of the model from the previous time-step.

Distillation has been effective in mitigating forgetting

on image classification [18, 20, 51, 66], object detec-

tion [76], and semantic segmentation [14] tasks.



• EWC – The Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC)

batch model uses a quadratic regularization term to en-

courage weights to remain close to their previous val-

ues [48]. Given a new batch of data, EWC optimizes

both a classification loss and a quadratic penalty loss

weighted by each parameter’s importance, determined

by the Fisher Information Matrix.

• Partial Replay – Partial Replay continually fine-tunes

a model with all new data and a subset of previous data.

It achieves strong results on classification tasks [13, 42,

66, 83]. We use it in the streaming setting and provide

more details in Sec. 4.1.

• Cumulative Replay – Cumulative Replay continually

fine-tunes a model with all new and previous data. It

has been shown to mitigate forgetting [33], but is re-

source intensive. We train Cumulative Replay in the

batch setting due to compute constraints.

• Offline – This is an offline model trained from scratch

on all data until the current time-step. It serves as an

upper bound on continual learning performance.

Distillation and EWC operate on batches since their loss

constraints are computed from a model at the previous time-

step, which would be less beneficial in the streaming setting.

For Partial Replay, we study multiple policies for choosing

which samples to replay, which we describe next.

4.1. Selective Replay Policies

Studying selective replay is important because it has

the potential to enable better network generalization, allow

networks to use fewer computational resources, and more

closely aligns with biology [49, 54, 62]. Although replay

selection policies have been explored for supervised classi-

fication [5, 6, 15, 57, 83], they have not yielded significant

improvements, especially on large-scale datasets [34, 83].

For example, [83] found that selective replay performed

0.46% better on average over random sampling on CIFAR-

100, but it is unclear if this improvement is statistically sig-

nificant. In reinforcement learning, selective replay has pro-

vided more benefit [7, 73]. Further, selectively choosing

training samples has yielded improved performance for of-

fline RPM models [38, 88], but its effectiveness in the con-

tinual setting has not been explored, so we study it here.

Formally, we train a Partial Replay model in two stages:

a base initialization phase and a streaming phase. During

base initialization, we train the network offline using stan-

dard mini-batches and optimization updates. We then sub-

sequently store all base initialization data in a replay buffer,

B. Then, labeled RPM sample pairs (Si, yi) are streamed

into the model one at a time, where Si is an RPM sample

consisting of 8 context panels and 8 choice panels and yi
is the associated label for one of the K = 8 choice panels.

The model mixes the current example with r labeled sam-

ples, which are selected from the replay buffer based on a

selection probability pi defined by:

pi =
vi∑

vj∈B vj
, (1)

where vi is the value associated with choosing sample Si

from buffer B for replay. Using an unlimited buffer, we

study the seven selective replay policies described below.

Uniform Random: Randomly select examples with uni-

form probability from the memory buffer. This is the sim-

plest sampling approach and has demonstrated success for

image classification [13, 15, 34, 83].

Minimum Logit Distance: Samples are scored according

to their distance to a decision boundary [15]:

si =

K∑

j=1

|φ (Si)j yj | , (2)

where φ (Si) ∈ R
K is a vector of network scores for the

current example and y ∈ R
K is a one-hot encoding of the

label, yi. Since neural networks are more uncertain about

samples close to decision boundaries, this method priori-

tizes replaying these difficult samples.

Minimum Confidence: Samples are selected based on

network confidence (i.e., softmax output):

si =
K∑

j=1

softmax (φ (Si))j yj = P (C = yi|Si) , (3)

where softmax (·) returns the network’s predicted probabil-

ities and y ∈ C is a one-hot encoding of the label yi. In-

tuitively, updating the model on samples that it is uncertain

about could improve performance.

Minimum Margin: Samples are selected by:

si = P (C = yi|Si)− max
y′,y′ 6=yi

P (C = y′|Si) , (4)

where the first term represents the probability of the clas-

sifier choosing the correct label and the second term rep-

resents the probability of the network choosing the most

probable label from the remaining classes. Smaller margin

values indicate more uncertainty.

Maximum Loss: Scores are assigned based on cross-

entropy loss:

si = −

K∑

j=1

yj logP (j = yi|Si) . (5)

Since networks seek to minimize classification loss, choos-

ing to replay samples with the largest loss values should

improve network performance.



Figure 4. Example problems from each of the seven RAVEN tasks [86].

Maximum Time Since Last Replay: Samples are se-

lected based on the last time they were seen by the network.

Samples that have not been replayed in a long time could be

forgotten and are prioritized for replay.

Minimum Replays: Samples are selected based on the

number of times they have been replayed to the network. In-

tuitively, samples with the fewest number of replays might

not have been well-learned by the network and should be

replayed. We initialize all replay counts to the number of

base initialization epochs.

To put all si values into a similar range, we shift all val-

ues by the minimum value in the buffer such that the small-

est value is 1, i.e., si ← si+(1−minj sj). For the Random

and Max Loss techniques, vi is equal to si. For all other

techniques, we invert the si values such that the most proba-

ble samples have the largest vi values, i.e., vi = (si + ǫ)
−1

,

where ǫ = 10−7 ensures the denominator is non-zero.

After the r samples are chosen, the network updates on

this batch of r + 1 samples for a single iteration and the

associated si values of the r + 1 samples are subsequently

updated. All si values are appropriately initialized after the

base initialization phase by pushing the base initialization

data through the network. Further, during stream training,

we only update the si values for samples that were replayed

to save on compute time.

For each selection policy, we evaluate two ways of

choosing samples: unbalanced and balanced such that we

oversample a task if it is underrepresented. While the unbal-

anced strategy replays samples strictly based on their selec-

tion probabilities, the balanced strategy ensures that replay

samples are not prioritized from only a few classes.

4.2. Implementation Details

We use the hyperparameters and pre-processing steps

for Rel-Base from [77]. This includes resizing images to

80×80, normalizing pixel values in [0, 1], and inverting im-

ages to increase signal. The hyperparameters are: Adam op-

timizer with learning rate=3e-4, β1=0.9, β2=0.999, ǫ=1e-8,

batch size=32, and epochs=50 per task for batch and base

initialization models. For offline models, we run at least

50 epochs, at most 250 epochs, early stop if validation loss

does not improve for 10 epochs, and choose the checkpoint

with the highest validation accuracy. We use replay mini-

batches of size 32 for our main selective replay experiments

and compare additional batch sizes in Sec. 6.2.1. For selec-

tive replay experiments, we allow models to use an unlim-

ited buffer to focus on the selection methods directly. All

models use a single output head, where task labels are un-

known during test time. For regularization models, we grid

searched for the regularization loss weight and found 1 and

10 to work best for Distillation and EWC, respectively. All

timing experiments were run on the same machine with an

NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPU, 48 GB of RAM, and an NVME

SSD for consistency.

5. Experimental Setup

5.1. Dataset & Protocol

We conduct experiments on the RAVEN dataset [86],

which has naturally defined tasks unlike the PGM

dataset [70], making RAVEN more suitable for contin-

ual learning. RAVEN contains 1,120,000 images with

70,000 associated questions. These questions are dis-

tributed equally among seven unique figure configurations,

depicted in Fig. 4, where each configuration requires differ-

ent reasoning capabilities. We use these configurations to

define our continual learning tasks, i.e., each task consists

of one unique configuration. Since the order in which tasks

appear can impact performance, we evaluate models un-

der several fixed task permutations and fix the sample order

across models for all experiments. We run each experiment

with the following three permutations of the task ordering

and report the mean performance: {Center, Out-InCenter,

Left-Right, Up-Down, 2×2Grid, 3×3Grid, Out-InGrid},
{Up-Down, Center, Out-InCenter, Out-InGrid, 3×3Grid,

2×2Grid, Left-Right}, and {2×2Grid, Left-Right, Out-

InGrid, Up-Down, 3×3Grid, Center, Out-InCenter}. An

example of our streaming protocol is in Fig. 3.

Statistical biases have been identified in RAVEN’s an-

swer set [43, 77], and [77] suggested using models that pro-

cess image frames independently to prevent bias exploita-

tion. Since the Rel-Base model processes images indepen-

dently, this bias is not a concern in our experimental results.



5.2. Metrics

To compute our metrics, we define a matrix R ∈ R
T×T ,

where each entry Ri,j denotes the continual learner’s test

accuracy on task tj after learning ti and there are T total

tasks. Following [33, 47], we measure a continual learner’s

performance with respect to an offline baseline:

Ω =
1

T

T∑

i=1

γi

γoffline,i

, (6)

where γi = 1

T

∑T

j=1
Ri,j is the accuracy of the continual

model at time i and γoffline,i denotes the offline learner’s

accuracy at time i, computed using its associated Roffline

matrix defined similarly to R. By normalizing the contin-

ual learner’s performance to an offline learner, it is easier

to compare results across task permutations. Higher values

of Ω are better and an Ω of 1 indicates that the continual

learner performed as well as the offline learner.

We also adopt three metrics from [19] to evaluate av-

erage accuracy and backward/forward transfer. Using R,

these metrics are defined as:

A =
2

T (T + 1)

T∑

i≥j

Ri,j (7)

BWT =
2

T (T − 1)

T∑

i=2

i−1∑

j=1

(Ri,j −Rj,j) (8)

FWT =
2

T (T − 1)

T∑

i<j

Ri,j , (9)

where A is average model accuracy, BWT is backward

transfer, and FWT is forward transfer. For BWT and

FWT , a larger value indicates that learning new tasks im-

proved performance on previously seen tasks and unseen

tasks, respectively. Note that BWT can be negative, indi-

cating that a model catastrophically forgot previous knowl-

edge. We also report memory and compute requirements

for each model since ideal learners require fewer resources.

6. Results

6.1. Main Results

Our main results are in Table 1 and the associated learn-

ing curves are in Fig. 5. Chance performance is 1⁄8 (12.5%),

which is equal to an Ω of 0.237. The final accuracy that we

use to normalize Ω is 91.7%, as reported in [77]. We include

the top performing Partial Replay model (using the unbal-

anced Min Replays selection strategy) for comparison.

In terms of performance measures, Cumulative Replay

consistently performed the best, with the Partial Replay

model performing second best and requiring less time.

Table 1. Continual analogical reasoning performance on RAVEN.

Each result is the average over three permutations. Additional

memory requirements beyond the neural network (MB) and over-

all compute time (MIN) for each model are also reported. We

report the best Partial Replay model (32 samples, Min Replays).

MODEL Ω A BWT FWT MIN MB

Stream Learners

Fine-Tune 0.256 0.121 -0.238 0.091 8 0

Partial Replay 0.924 0.811 0.006 0.229 65 4301

Batch Learners

Fine-Tune 0.581 0.417 -0.456 0.183 77 0

Distillation 0.513 0.357 -0.288 0.167 94 5

EWC 0.615 0.459 -0.347 0.178 85 5

Cumul. Replay 0.990 0.893 0.028 0.232 325 4301

Since the Partial Replay model uses an unlimited replay

buffer, its memory usage is tied for worst with the Cumula-

tive Replay learner. In the future, different buffer manage-

ment strategies could be evaluated and paired with the best

selective replay strategies to improve performance and re-

duce memory resources further. While the streaming Fine-

Tune method required the fewest computational resources,

it had the worst overall performance in terms of Ω, A, and

FWT . This is unsurprising as Fine-Tune (Stream) does

not have any mechanisms to mitigate catastrophic forgetting

and sees each training example only once. The batch vari-

ant of Fine-Tune performed much better than the streaming

variant, but had the worst overall BWT . We hypothesize

this is because Fine-Tune (Batch) does not have any mecha-

nisms to mitigate forgetting and batch training on new tasks

causes overfitting, leading to worse BWT .

EWC outperformed both Fine-Tune variants in terms of

Ω, A, and BWT , but had slightly worse FWT than Fine-

Tune (Batch), likely due to its regularization loss. Distilla-

tion performed worse than Fine-Tune (Batch). While Distil-

lation has demonstrated success in standard supervised clas-

sification scenarios, the distillation penalty does not prove

useful for continual learning on RPMs. This could be be-

cause the output space for RPMs consists of a multiple

choice problem of selecting one of eight images, which

doesn’t have as much semantic meaning as explicit object

categories in standard classification settings. Note that both

regularization models and Fine-Tune models suffered from

forgetting, as indicated by their negative BWT scores.

6.2. Selective Replay Results

We endeavor to study the impact of selective replay poli-

cies on Partial Replay performance using the strategies out-

lined in Sec. 4.1. Performance for each of these methods in

the unbalanced and balanced settings are in Table 2. Over-

all, the top performing method was Min Replays and the

worst performing method was Random. We ran multiple

comparisons tests against both of these selection methods



Figure 5. Learning curves for each baseline model.

(Random and Min Replays) in the unbalanced and balanced

settings to determine if the other selection methods were

statistically significantly different. To perform the tests, we

first sampled 300 non-overlapping subsets of test instances

randomly and computed the average final accuracy of the

subsets across the three runs. We then ran a paired Welch’s

t-test (unequal variances) on the sets of subset accuracies.

Unless otherwise noted, we corrected for multiple hypoth-

esis testing using Holm-Bonferroni correction and used a

significance level of 0.01.

In the unbalanced case, all selective replay methods had

statistically significant performance differences compared

to the Random selection policy, and we found that all se-

lective replay strategies had statistically significant perfor-

mance differences compared to the Min Replays policy (for

all comparisons, P < 0.001). In the balanced case, only

the Min Margin and Min Replays methods had statistically

significant performance differences compared to the Ran-

dom baseline (for both, P < 0.001), and only Random was

statistically significant from Min Replays (P < 0.001).

We also performed significance tests of each unbalanced

selection method with its associated balanced counterpart

and found that only the unbalanced Max Loss and Min Re-

plays strategies were statistically significant from their bal-

anced variants (without Holm-Bonferroni correction). We

also ran a paired t-test of an average of the final results from

all selection methods in the unbalanced versus balanced set-

tings and failed to reject the null hypothesis of equal means

without Holm-Bonferroni correction (P = 0.08). Thus, on

average there is no statistical significance between the un-

balanced and balanced sampling strategies.

Fig. 6 shows histograms of the number of training sam-

ples with their associated number of replays after the com-

pletion of stream training for each unbalanced selection

method. Qualitatively, the histograms for the Random and

Table 2. Comparison of selective replay strategies with unbalanced

(unbal) and balanced (bal) sampling, averaged over three runs. Fi-

nal accuracies (FA) used for significance testing are also reported.

UNBAL BAL

METHOD Ω A FA Ω A FA

Random 0.882 0.769 0.752 0.897 0.785 0.758

Min Logit Dist 0.905 0.793 0.772 0.895 0.785 0.764

Min Confidence 0.895 0.783 0.764 0.902 0.790 0.767

Min Margin 0.906 0.795 0.773 0.900 0.790 0.773

Max Time 0.887 0.774 0.764 0.897 0.787 0.762

Max Loss 0.909 0.800 0.776 0.900 0.789 0.763

Min Replays 0.924 0.811 0.790 0.907 0.795 0.771

Max Time strategies, which performed the worst, look sim-

ilar. Both histograms have the most samples with the fewest

replays across all histograms and also have the most re-

plays of the first task. These results suggest the poor per-

formance of these methods was due to overplaying a small

set of examples, while underplaying many other examples.

Visually, the Min Confidence, Min Margin, Min Logit Dist,

and Max Loss replay distributions look similar and per-

formed similarly. The most unique distribution is from the

top-performing Min Replays strategy, which has the fewest

samples with the fewest replays and a more uniform replay

count across all tasks compared to the other histograms.

6.2.1 Influence of Number of Replay Samples

Our main Partial Replay experiments used replay mini-

batches of size 32. However, we were also interested in how

each selection method’s performance changed as a function

of mini-batch size. Overall Ω results for each method us-

ing replay batches of size 8, 16, 32, and 64 are shown in

Fig. 7. All curves are monotonically increasing with the

Min Replays and Max Loss strategies yielding the top two

performances across all batch sizes. Similarly, Random and

Max Time produced the worst results across all batch sizes.

Although there was a slight average performance increase

(2.6% Ω) across all methods from a batch size of 32 to 64,

running experiments with 64 samples required 1.9× more

compute time, making it less ideal for streaming learning.

7. Discussion

Our main results indicate that replay-based learners per-

form the best for continually solving RPM puzzles. Al-

though Cumulative Replay completely mitigates forgetting,

it is computationally intensive and not ideal for stream-

ing learning. To overcome this compute bottleneck, re-

searchers often use Partial Replay to replay only a subset of

the dataset at each time-step. Our experimental results indi-

cate that Partial Replay performs well and its performance

can be further improved by strategically selecting samples

based on some criteria. While all sample selection methods



Figure 6. Histograms for each unbalanced selective replay method

showing the number of samples with their associated replay counts

after streaming learning. Each color denotes samples from the i-th

task (Ti). Each plot is the average over three order permutations.

we tested performed better than uniform random selection,

replaying samples based on the Min Replays and Max Loss

strategies yielded the best overall results. In the future, it

would be interesting to explore sample selection methods

that optimize for samples directly [52], optimize for selec-

tion directly [5], or train a teacher network to choose sam-

ples for the learner [23]. In an offline setting, [88] paired

a reinforcement learning policy with a teacher to intelli-

gently compose a training curriculum for an RPM-based

student, which improved performance over standard mini-

batch training. This is promising evidence to explore addi-

tional selective replay strategies for continual RPM learn-

ing. Additionally, future work should include testing addi-

tional architectures designed for RPMs in the continual set-

ting, which was beyond the scope of this study. This would

inform future continual learning model designs.

Beyond RPMs, it would also be interesting to explore

additional problems for continual analogical reasoning, in-

cluding those introduced in [38]. Moreover, general abstract

reasoning requires additional skills such as numerical rea-

soning, inductive reasoning, logical reasoning, etc. Future

studies could explore continual learning in the context of

these other reasoning skills using baselines introduced in

[37, 72]. While most of these tasks require only reasoning,

agents operating in the real-world should also be capable of

Figure 7. Ω performance as a function of replay samples for each

unbalanced selective replay method averaged over three runs.

processing additional inputs such as natural language ques-

tions, or identifying and mitigating biases to abstract gen-

eral knowledge. Some problems requiring these additional

components include visual question answering [8, 44, 56],

referring expression recognition [45, 68], visual query de-

tection [3], and image captioning [11]. While models

have been developed for continual visual question answer-

ing [31, 34], the abstraction capabilities of these models

have not been evaluated directly. More studies should be

conducted to evaluate models on additional reasoning tasks.

8. Conclusion

While humans continually acquire new information and

strengthen their reasoning capabilities over their lifetimes,

deep neural networks struggle with these problems. In this

paper, we introduced protocols, baseline methods, and met-

rics for evaluating networks on continual analogical reason-

ing tasks using the RPM-based RAVEN dataset. We found

that replay methods had the best global performance and

backward/forward knowledge transfer. We further studied

several replay selection policies and found statistically sig-

nificant performance improvements by all methods over a

uniform random policy. Designing and testing more so-

phisticated architectures and continual learning strategies

for RPMs remains an area of future work.
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